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In 1956 President Eisenhower signed into law the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act, which established the interstate highway system. In the 1960s, the Kennedy administration launched the Urban Renewal Program hoping to rejuvenate the inner cities. In fact both of these programs increased the destruction of historic fabric in America’s downtown areas, using federal dollars to do so. During this time American’s saw these changes in their cities and developed a concern for their “quality of life”. A result of this was that a broad preservation constituency developed. (LT) - Detroit City Urban Renewal(LB) Urban Renewal Protesters(R) - Gloria Swanson in ruins of the Roxy Theater, NYC, October 14, 1960, photo by LIFE magazine photographer Eliot Elisofon.



Lyndon B. Johnson,
36th President of the United 
States, 1963 – 1969;
signed National Historic 
Preservation Act into law on
October 15, 1966

First Lady “Lady Bird” Johnson 
was a strong supporter  of the 

report With Heritage So Rich 
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With Heritage So Rich, was a response to the nationwide destruction of historic structures brought about by these federally initiated programs.  The report, now a book, triggered public awareness of the issue and offered a proposal to address the unregulated destruction of historic property through the National Historic Preservation Act.
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Federal Historic Preservation Laws The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, established several well-known institutions: The National Register of Historic Places, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the SHPO’s. It delegated to the DOI and the NPS certain responsibilities including: section 106 (compliance) and in 1980 section110 (survey, inventory, documentation and management oversight).



“the historical and 
cultural foundations 
of the Nation should 
be preserved as a 
living part of our 
community life… in 
order to give a 
sense of orientation 
to the American 
people”

National Historic Preservation Act 
Section I, (b)(2):

Chicago Federal Courthouse
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The Preamble to NHPA states:  “the historical and cultural foundations of the Nation should be preserved as a living part of our community life… in order to give a sense of orientation to the American people”. (60 year old Chicago Federal Courthouse being demolished ca. 1960? – from WHSR pg 34; A.Y. Owen, Life Magazine)



Stewart L. Udall,
37th

Secretary of the Interior
1961 - 1969
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Stewart Udall, the Secretary of the Interior for the Kennedy and Johnson administrations enacted the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards in 1966. He worked with the National Park Service to implement the legislation. The Secretary is responsible for providing advice on the preservation and protection of NR properties, both listed and eligible.  (NHPA) and 36 CFR PART 68. The NPS was tasked with development of the Standards and Guidelines. It took from 1966 – 1978 for standards and guidelines to be released. NPS historian Kay D. Weeks has written, “The standards were without a doubt, linguistic and philosophical groundbreakers in the US. Their publication in 1978 represented a pioneering effort in the development of principles (together with guidelines) that would successfully link historic preservation theory to practice.”



www.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/rehab/rehab_standards.htm
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This ppt is divided into official NPS slides from the Technical Preservation Service, authors of the Standards, with the official Standard language. 



Interpretive 
Guideline
Slide

Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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And - Interpretive Guideline Slides – developed to interpret the standards for use with historic covered bridges – for the future Guidelines.
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MAP Slide - 12 historic covered bridges were selected for case studies and developed over the past year by the project team, the engineer, or the responsible SHPO, to glean best practices from contemporary rehabilitation projects. 
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CASE STUDY COVERS They will all inform the Guidelines with their treatment solutions. Five (5) of them are being presented at this conference.Full Disclosure – this presentation has borrowed some images from certain case studies – the photo credit is on the slide.



4 Treatment Standards:
Preservation

REHABILITATION
Restoration

Reconstruction
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There are 4 Treatment Standards:All have distinct meanings and legal definitions; we’ll not review those here. This talk will focus on Rehabilitation, the most prolific type of treatment for historic structures.



“the preservation triangle”

PRESERVATION

RESTORATION

RECONSTRUCTION

REHABILITATION
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The Preservation Triangle is a tool which helps illustrate the use of the 4 treatments and how they relate to historic fabric: Preservation requires almost museum-like conservation treatment of properties, followed by Restoration and Reconstruction, two specific types of fabric treatment, and finally Rehabilitation - under-pinning all of the treatments as the most flexible of all the Standards.



The Rehabilitation Standard

“…making possible a compatible use for a 
property through repair, alterations, and additions 

while preserving those portions or features 
which convey its historical or cultural…values.”
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REHAB STANDARD – Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations and additions while preserving those portions of features which convey its historical, cultural or (architectural & engineering) values.



The REHAB Standard:
There are 10 individual standards

Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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There are 10 individual standards to consider. It is argued these are not all clearly applicable to bridge projects as they were written primarily for buildings. But, remember that bridges are another type of historic structure – and our focus in this presentation – but some ingenuity & creativity must be applied.  Let us review.



STANDARD 1:

A property will be used as it was 
historically or be given a new use 
that requires minimal changes to 
its distinctive features, spaces, 
and spatial relationships.



Cornish-Windsor, NH

Photo by James Garvin, NH SHPO



Chambers RR, OR                                 www.cottagegrove.org/chambers
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The Question is How to Retain Historic Character if the Use Changes? This can be Problematic for bridges – how can they change? How do you change the use? Does it change functionally? Or is it most likely through loading and capacity changes?



Chambers RR, OR
Case Study by OBEC Engineers
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Although sometimes there is a change of use – such as a bridge taken out of service and eventually converted to another use; its historic character can be retained through retention of character-defining features.



STANDARD 2:

The historic character of a 
property will be retained and 
preserved.  The removal of 
distinctive materials or alteration 
of features, spaces, and spatial 
relationships that characterize a 
property will be avoided.





Gilpin’s Falls, MD



STANDARD 3:

Each property will be recognized as a 
physical record of its time, place and 
use.  Changes that create a false 
sense of historical development, 
such as adding conjectural features 
or elements from other properties 
will not be undertaken.
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Gilpin’s Falls, MD – HAER No. MD-174 drawing by Jeremy T. Mauro, Architect



Moscow, IN

Courtesy of James A. Barker Engineering web site



STANDARD 4:

Changes to a property that have 
acquired significance in their 
own right will be retained and 
preserved.
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Photo used by permission Joseph D. Conwill © Swann, AL 17-IX-1992



HAER AL-201-4, 
2002, Jet Lowe

Alabama Archive 
image, ca. 1970
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Do you know where to find out? Team planners need to be familiar with the National Register info or what is known about the bridge if not listed BUT determined eligible. Some changes have acquired significance of their own.



STANDARD 5:
Distinctive materials, features, 
finishes, and construction 
techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize 
a property will be preserved.



Swann (Joy), AL
Case Study By Winston Sitton, PE, Blount County Engineer



STANDARD 6:
Deteriorated historic features will be 

repaired rather than replaced.  
Where the severity of deterioration 

requires replacement of a distinctive 
feature, the new feature will match the
old in design, color, texture, and where 
possible, materials.  

Replacement of missing features will be 
substantiated by documentary and 
physical evidence.



Fitch’s, NY

Case Study by Phil Pierce, PE,
Delaware County CPW



Fitch’s, NY
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Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence (ghost marks, etc.).



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Remember - it is better to repair than to replace…



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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…and that materials too deteriorated for reuse may be replaced in-kind.



STANDARD 7:
Chemical or physical treatments, 
if appropriate, will be undertaken 
using the gentlest possible means.
Treatments that cause damage to 
historic materials will not be used.  



Unsourced UK Sandblasting Image – Fuzzy Wood



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Gilpin’s Repairs: The gentlest means possible may be interpreted to apply to the manner in which all historic fabric is addressed. Repairing through various traditional techniques (Dutchman type splices) is preferred to replacing or using untested methodologies.



STANDARD 8:

Archeological resources will be 
protected and preserved in 
place.  If such resources must be 
disturbed, mitigation measures 
will be undertaken.



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Not generally thought to be applicable to bridge projects this standard implies there are some common sense practices to include such as : Doing site based research to determine archeologically sensitive areas, andConsulting with SHPO and local authorities in regards to archeo site features; foundations, riparian middens, etc.



Monocacy NB, 
Frederick, MD
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The use of non-destructive technologies as well as traditional archeology techniques - may assist - to determine if there are previous bridge and road alignments that may be historically important. Many bridges and road alignments have shifted over the years as older bridges have been destroyed or bypassed… Historic bridges may co-align with newer bridge structures. Here, a covered bridge burned during the civil war required archeology at the site to determine its historic alignment – no new bridge has been built, but its precise location is important to interpretation of the battle and its preserved abutments are open to visitor discovery. 



STANDARD 9:
New additions, exterior alterations, 
or related new construction will not 
destroy historic materials, features, 
and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property.  The new 
work will be differentiated from the 
old and will be compatible with the 
historic materials, features, size, 
scale, and proportion, and massing 
to protect the integrity of the 
property and its environment.



Cornish-Windsor, NH
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Sympathetic but not identical, and utilizing traditional methodologies vs. new technologies – a happy medium can be found.Supplement existing structural systems rather than accepting wholesale replacement of them. Compatible and subservient alterations should be differentiated from original structure.



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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New work should be identifiable as such and not disguised as historic.  Improvements in detailing that are in keeping with original design intent are allowable.



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Replacement materials, while similar to the old, should be readily differentiated from historic – and physically marked or recorded – to create a permanent record. 



STANDARD 10:
New additions and adjacent or 
related new construction will be 
undertaken in such a manner 
that, if removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of 
the historic property and its 
environment would be 
unimpaired.



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Gilpin’s Old Siding  We do not want to have Non-reversible treatments, other than replacement of materials too deteriorated to be retained – which is of itself reversible, as it will likely be replaced again in the long-term future. 



Gilpin’s Falls, MD
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Gilpin’s New Siding   Remember that Compatible changes, alterations or additions are preferred. Maintaining the essential form and integrity of the historic property unimpaired for future generations is the ultimate goal of the standards.



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A

Thank You 
for 

Your Attention

National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior



E X P E R I E N C E    Y O U R    A M E R I C A

Tom Vitanza, RA 
Senior Historical Architect

Historic Preservation Training Center
with support from

Technical Preservation Services
www.nps.gov/tps

National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior
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